EnergieVair Is A Worldwide
Supplier Of Wind Turbines And
Solar Panels
They Offer Plenty Of Models Of Wind Turbines, Solar
Panels, Inverters And All You Will Need For Your
Renewable Energy System
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EnergieVair (www.energievair.com) is one of the world's leader in the
industrial
sector
of
Renewable
Energies. It is a compagny based in
Canada that supply, install and make
the
promotion
of
Renewable
Energies, all over the world. The new
year 2010 seems very promissing for
EnergieVair that can now count on
new distributors in Europe and Africa.
Also, they've just published, on the
1st of jan. 2010, their new website,
all refreshed with new shopping kart
options and many more interesting
products. From now on, you can also
read other buyer’s review and
feedback about the product you are about to purchase. Be sure to do it the
right way!
EnergieVair now offers an even wider variety of vertical axis wind turbines
(VAWT), from more than 4 design that will match your needs, even if you are
in low-wind zones or urban locations. EnergieVair also offers horizontal axis
wind turbines (HAWT), for gust-wind regions. Want to maximize your
system’s efficiency? We suggest hybrid installations using Solar Panels and
Wind Turbines.

Maybe you are far away from Canada? Dont worry, EnergieVair ships
worldwide and they'll find an affordable way for the goods to reach you. All of
their products (Solar Panels, Wind
Turbines,
Regulators,
Inverters,
Converters, etc.) are under warranty
for long-term periode, to assure you
a constant input of electricity, and a
peace of mind.
If you are off the grid, without
electricity, you will probably need an
independant system, using batteries.
If you are already connected to the
grid, you would probably like to lower
your electric bills by connecting your Wind Turbine or Solar Panels directly to
the grid, without batteries. This is the easiest and most affordable way to do
it! No matter what system you need, EnergieVair will help you! Come and
visit their new website and see by yourself the wide choice of good quality
Renewable Energy products, at very low prices. If you are not sure yet,
contact their friendly customer's service for an immediat consultation,
assistance or advise. You will get a reply withing 48 hours.
The cost for traditional and polluting energy sources are rising. On the other
hand, the cost for Renewable and green Energies are falling. It is now more
possible than ever to live in respect with the environment and save some
electric fees. Whatever you want to do, you can do it NOW! Wired in parallel
with the public electricity (grid), as an independent electric system, as an
emergency power supply, to electrify a camp, a boat or a RV, or even to heat
a place, with EnergieVair, the possibilities are INFINITE!
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